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Resolving PHP.INI Conflicts with SEP11 [1]

Thu, 03/26/2009 - 13:03 ? Jens

When installing Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager on a server already running PHP you may get the 
following error when you try to log in: Unable to communicate with the reporting component. This can be 
caused by conflicting settings in your PHP.INI file. If your existing PHP installation uses a different version 
than the one supplied by SEP11 then you can remedy this by specifying a version specific PHP.INI in the 
registry.
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Symantec Multi-Tier Threat Protection for Small Business [7]

Fri, 03/13/2009 - 04:09 ? Nickangel

The new version of Symantec Multi-Tier (v.11.02) now includes the full Symantec AntiSpam subscription at 
the server level if you are running Microsoft Exchange. This now saves our clients hundreds of dollars per 
year as you no longer have to get AntiSpam separately! If you are already subscribed to support for a 
previous Multi-Tier version you get this upgrade for free.
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Symantec Endpoint Protection 11 MR2 Available [11]
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Symantec Endpoint Protection 11 MR2 was finally released for download as of last weekend. If you've been 
fighting with SEP11 since it's release as I have, you may want to check it out.
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